A topographic representation of auditory space in the external nucleus of the inferior colliculus of the guinea-pig.
The possibility that the external nucleus of the inferior colliculus (ICX) of the pigmented guinea-pig contains a map of auditory space has been investigated. Auditory stimuli consisted of broad-band sound delivered under free-field anechoic conditions from a range of positions around the animal's azimuthal axis. The responses of clusters of neurons in the ICX to threshold and to near-threshold stimuli displayed sharp spatial tuning. The responses recorded from rostral ICX revealed a preference for auditory stimuli in the anterior field while more caudal neurons preferentially responded to sounds presented in the posterior field. Neurons at intermediate points, along the rostro-caudal axis of the nucleus, displayed preferences for sound stimuli in appropriately intermediate field positions along the contralateral azimuthal axis. At higher stimulus intensities the spatial tuning of the responses decreased, but the optimal direction of preference was usually retained. The contribution of binaural processing to auditory spatial tuning was evident, since unilateral cochlea ablation destroyed the spatial tuning at higher stimulus intensities. The results presented provide the first evidence that a topographically ordered representation of the contralateral auditory azimuth is present in the ICX of a mammal.